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Thirteen years before the bloody 1994 genocide that swept across Rwanda and left more than a

million people dead, the Virgin Mary and Jesus Christ appeared to eight young people in the remote

village of Kibeho. Through these visionaries, Mary and Jesus warned of the looming holocaust,

which they assured could be averted if Rwandans opened their hearts to God and embraced His

love. Much like what happened at similar sites such as FÃƒÂ¡tima and Lourdes, the messengers of

Kibeho were at first mocked and disbelieved. But as miracle after miracle occurred in the tiny

village, tens of thousands of Rwandans journeyed to Kibeho to behold the apparitions. For years,

countless onlookers watched as the Mother and Son of God spoke through the eight seers about

GodÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s love, sending messages that they insisted were meant not only for Rwandans, but

for the entire world, to hear. Mary also sent messages to government and church leaders to instruct

them how to end the ethnic hatred simmering in their country. She warned them that Rwanda would

become Ã¢â‚¬Å“a river of bloodÃ¢â‚¬Â•Ã¢â‚¬â€•a land of unspeakable carnageÃ¢â‚¬â€•if the

hatred of the people was not quickly quelled by love. Some leaders listened, but very few believed:

the prophetic and apocalyptic warnings tragically came true during 100 horrifying days of savage

bloodletting and mass murder. After the genocide, and two decades of rigorous investigation, Our

Lady of Kibeho became the first and only Vatican-approved Marian (that is, related to the Virgin

Mary) site in all of Africa. But the story still remains largely unknown. Now, ImmaculÃƒÂ©e Ilibagiza

plans to change all that. She made many pilgrimages to Kibeho both before and after the holocaust,

personally witnessed true miracles, and spoke with a number of the visionaries themselves. What

sheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s discovered will deeply touch your heart.
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Our Lady of Kibeho is a well-written account of the visionaries of Kibeho and their apparitions. This

book relates the stories of eight visionaries who the Blessed Mother and/or Jesus appeared to. Our

Lady of Kibeho is the first and only Vatican-approved Marian site in all of Africa. To date the Church

has authenticated the visions of three of these eight visionaries, Alphonsine, Anathalie, and

Marie-Claire. While thousands of people witnessed the apparitions of the other five, at this time the

Church has not investigated these.Most of the apparitions were beautiful and peaceful. They

describe the Blessed Mother as bathed in soft light, wearing a dress that must have been made by

angels. Her skin shines like polished ivory, but it isn't white or black. There simply are not words to

describe her beauty. There were other apparitions, however, of rivers of blood, destruction, torture

and tree exploding into flames. The Blessed Mother was warning the people of the horror that

awaited Rwanda.Three of the visionaries experienced mystical journeys through time and space in

which they were given glimpses of heaven and hell. These accounts are very special to

read.Included in this book are prayers and instructions for saying the Rosary of the Seven Sorrows,

which the Blessed Mother taught to Marie-Claire and asked her to reintroduce to the world.If you

have read Immaculee Ilibagiza's other books, you won't want to miss this one. I highly recommend

this book to all Catholics, especially those devoted to Mary.

This is a beautiful and enlightening book that introduces how Our Lady came to appear in Africa in

the mid 90's and touches the lives of thousands though messages via a handful of visionaries who

were simple ordinary young high school children who all became witnesses to Our Lady's warnings

to the genocide and horror that would occur in Rwanda. The author Immaculee a survivor of the

genocide does a wonderful job of telling you how Our Lady came to Kibeho, what the community felt



and thought of at the time and the messages that her father and family witnessed along with

thousands. This story is a new modern version of how Our lady has messages of love for her

children all over the world. This book will move you to pray, believe and feel the faith that has

evolved in Kibeho. I was truly amazed to read about the visionaries and their experiences. It will

heighten your six sens to hear Our Lady's messages with a loving whole heat. I fully enjoyed

reading this book. I had heard about the genocide in college but it was never on mainstream media

and I often wondered how so much hate could have once again caused a genocide in our modern

world. Why was the world silent and why no one could stop this horror. This book is a great

testimony that Our Lady is with us and fully aware of our worlds dangers and struggles. I really love

that at the end of this book is a guide to how to pray the rosary as Our Lady instructed the

visionaries to pray. Its a life changing book that will make you feel and live very grateful to be alive

and have a re-energized faith to respect and honor Our Lady the loving mother of all. Once I started

reading I couldn't put the book down and it is an amazing book about the miraculous appreciations

of Mary in Africa. Makes a wonderful gift I bought two to give out and most like will purchase more. It

will change your life and perspective on faith.If my reading experience has helped you in anyway

please click on the "yes" button below. Thanks

I am shocked by all the people giving this book 5 stars. Yes, it tells the story of 3 visionaries from

Kibeho who were visited by the Blessed Virgin Mary - Alphonsine, Anathalie, and Marie Claire. And

yes, I believe that these 3 women really did see and speak to the Blessed Virgin Mary many times,

just like the author says. However, I bought this book because I wanted to hear what the Virgin Mary

said to these 3 women, but hardly anything was written. This book is 206 pages. If I were to take all

the words in this book that the Virgin Mary said to these women, and put them all together side by

side, they would take up about 2 or 3 pages. That's it! Also, it is said in this book that these same

visionaries were taken to heaven and hell with Mary. However, very little, if anything, is said about

what they saw. Again if I were to put together all the vague (and I mean VAGUE) descriptions of

what they saw of the after life, this would take up about 2 boring pages. Also, the Catholic church

has said that they believe these 3 visionaries are telling the truth. These 3 women have been

proved as authentic by the church. But only these 3. The author goes on to name several others

visionaries from this same area who she believes were also visited by the Blessed Virgin. One of

these women is named, Valentine. I have read about Valentine's visions of Mary and the things that

Valentine says that Mary said to her, and I don't believe a word of it. I truly believe she is a fraud

and so do a lot of people on the inter net. Although I could give many examples, here is just one.



The Blessed Virgin Mary showed the 3 true visionaries the genocide that was about to take place.

So Mary knew in advance this was going to happen. While the genocide is taking place and the

author is hiding from the killers, she hears the radio and on it Valentine is giving a message to

everyone that Mary supposedly gave her. Part of this message contains the sentence, "Keep

fighting." Now, as soon as I read that I thought, "Why would the Virgin Mary say something like that

when a mass murder is taking place? The murderers could take it literally." Sure enough, the

murderers DO in fact take it literally and the war worsens because of these very words. Now, don't

you think that the Virgin Mary would KNOW that those words would be taken literally by the killers

(and, as a result, She would never say those words)? Of course She would. Even I knew that. But

obviously Valentine didn't.
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